FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Discover Perfection. Experience the Miura difference with Wiz Golf
Singapore, 2nd Jan 2013 - Wiz Golf has once again pushed the limits of perfection when they inked
the deal with Torque Golf to offer premium custom fitted, handcrafted forged Miura clubs from
Japan.
By incorporating Miura forged clubs and Wiz Golf’s scientifically modeled fitting system, the
search for the perfect golf clubs is finally over for golfers. “We are pleased to be able to work with
Miura and Torque Golf to bring to golfers in this region one of the world finest club heads. The
forging process of these heads are exceptional and there is a design to suit every golfer. Together
with our performance based fitting system, we can now bring the best fitting practice and offer a
even wider selection of heads and shafts for our golfers so that they can play to their maximum
potential and enjoyment of this fantastic game of golf” said Khee Wei, Clubfitting Consultant at
Wiz Golf.
Stanley Kee, Director at Torque Golf, noted that, “The guys at Wiz Golf are very professional and
does an outstanding job to ensure that everyone who comes into their centre gets the complete
custom experience every golfers rightfully deserve. Wiz Golf is the only fitting center in Singapore
beside us that offers custom fitted Miura. We are happy to announce Wiz Golf has joined the Miura
family of dealers and fitters.”
About Wiz Golf
Wiz Golf was founded to help golfers of all skill levels take advantage of new technologies,
products, materials and fitting methodologies available to golfers today. WizGolf is awarded World
Top 100 Club Fitter, ACGP Certified, True Temper Gold Certified, and the list goes on. Wiz Golf
is here to share their technical knowledge in order to improve your game, and make it more
enjoyable. Wiz Golf Performance Centre is also the authorized fitting center for KZG, VEGA, and
Edel custom putters and wedges.
About Miura Golf
Miura Golf of Japan makes the world's finest forged golf clubs, designed and manufactured by
patriarch and club expert Katsuhiro Miura with the help of his sons Yoshitaka and Shinei. Miura
clubs are made one by one, using many handcrafting processes, and will never be mass produced.
Special forging techniques assure that the grain of the steel in each club will be fine and uniform,
with no voids or tiny bubbles that could interfere with the famous Miura purity of the strike. This
grain, more comparable to a jar of sand than a jar of marbles, is the result of careful and patient
forging and finishing, and it sets Miura apart from other clubs.
About Torque Golf
Torque Golf is one of Singapore's leading club fitting shops and the Miura distributor for Asia.
Torque Golf also sits in the Miura Technical Advisory Board. Over the years, both social golfers
and professional golfers have come to trust their services.
For more information about Miura Golf and Wiz Golf Performance Centre, visit
www.wizgolf.com.sg
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